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“Retail Packaging is essential reading for both
manufacturers and end-users. Good editorial and
informative features as well as a strong focus on packaging
innovation; it provides the right audience to promote your
products and services.”
Bob Houghton
Group Marketing and
Communications Manager
Chesapeake PLC
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GUIDE TO GEAR
Antalis UK has produced a new 28-page easy
reference guide to its packaging product range,
aimed at printers and office supply dealers looking to
source a variety of packaging solutions from one
central supplier.
The guide includes corrugated cartons and
boxes, a variety of tapes which can be overprinted
and a range of protective postal products such as
postal bags and tubes. Other packaging products
covered in the guide include cushioning and
void fill, hand and machine strapping equipment
as well as automated and semi-automated
packaging machinery.
Among the extensive range of products displayed
in the guide, include well-established brands such as
Jiffy, 3M, Sealed Air and Vibac, alongside Antalis’
own branded range of Masterline products.
Karl Ladley, Packaging Marketing Manager
commented: “Part of the strength of Antalis as a
supplier is our ability to provide our customers with a
broad range of products that span all forms of print

MAILWAY IN THE PINK

Tracy Booth
joins the
Bradford team

Get your catalogue of kit now!

media and substrates as well as a wide-range of
complementary packaging solutions. This guide can
help our customers easily choose the best packaging
solution for their needs, all from one reliable source.”
To find out more information about the
packaging range, and to obtain your copy of the easy
reference guide, please contact Antalis below.
T: 0870 607 9014
www.antalis.co.uk

Industry News
All the essential info on the
people making the retail packaging business boom…

A REAL PLUS POINT
Design Plus Packaging has announced that, as of
September, they will be changing their name to
Design Plus Health & Beauty Ltd. This new identity is
being launched to reflect the evolution of the
company from a predominantly sachet-filling
operation to a full-service health and beauty
manufacturer able to offer their customers complete
development, from initial brief to production of
products in a variety of packaging formats.
Design Plus Health & Beauty is able to offer a full
range of services from formulation and product

development through to filling and delivery for
companies in the beauty, personal care, medical and
household markets. Through substantial company
investment, responding to increased customer demand,
Design Plus Health & Beauty can now focus on
providing an all-inclusive, efficient service for customers.
Managing Director, Andrew Appleyard, said: “The
business has come a long way since the company was
founded in 2000, we have made significant
investment over the last three years and now operate
from a fully integrated, state of the art single site. The
name Design Plus Health & Beauty more accurately
reflects our presence as a personal care contract
manufacturer within the health and beauty sector.”
T: 01524 842 558
www.designplusuk.com

P.P.S. STRENGTHEN TEAM
Bradford- based purveyors of premier packaging
design and global production, PPS, has
strengthened its team with the appointment of a
highly experienced account manager following the
company’s impressive growth over the last 12
months.
Tracey Booth is a dynamic figure within the
industry and joins PPS, part of the InnerWorkings
Group, having previously spent more than 20
years in the packaging industry, bringing with her
an impressive amount of knowledge of the sector.
Prior to her appointment, Tracey, who is
fluent in French, spent 15 years at Multi Packaging
Solutions (formally known as Chesapeake Branded
Packaging) where she looked after new product
development and supply chain management,
specialising in high-volume carton packaging for
international confectionary brands.
Commenting on her appointment, Tracey said:
“I am delighted to have joined PPS in what is a
new chapter for me. The company has undergone
some exciting changes and opened up new global
markets in the last year following the takeover by
InnerWorkings, and I can’t wait to work with the
team. The new role will certainly give me a fresh
challenge and I am looking forward to putting my
skills, particularly in the development of new
packaging and the liaison with the various
manufacturing facilities, to good use.”
PPS General Manager, Simon Bell, added:
“The opportunity arose to take on someone with
Tracey’s credentials and it was one we weren’t
going to miss. Tracey is a proven expert in the
packaging industry, with effective experience in
managing roles, meeting deadlines and dealing
with high volumes of work.”
www.p-p-s-ltd.com

Mailway Packaging Solutions are to become
the official sponsor of Pink Events, which
raises valuable funds for St James’s Hospital
Breast Care Clinic.
After hearing about the work Pink
Events undertakes and the support
they provide to St James Hospital, along
with other cancer charities, including
Breast Cancer Research, Bradford-based
Mailway will help to fund their special
fundraising events whilst also offering
strategic support to the young and
growing organisation.
Pink Events, who have raised over
£108,000 for local and national cancer
charities since 2005, host fundraising events
that help to improve patient comfort,
treatment and care at the Breast Care Clinic.
Through their events and literature they also
educate and inform people that early
diagnosis and treatment saves lives.

The largest producer of vacuum packaging in the UK,
Synpac, is celebrating its 30th anniversary by announcing
plans for more investment and further growth over
the next year.
Last year, Synpac manufactured almost 64 million
bags and pouches with returns amounting to a
staggeringly low 0.000129 of production.
The company was formed in 1984 by Sheila and
George Webb, following the demise of Hull company,
Smith and Nephew Plastics. As with many start-ups,
Synpac began in a modest, rented unit, importing and
selling barrier bags for vacuum packaging before
commencing manufacturing in 1986. It now occupies a
purpose-built factory and office complex on a two-acre
site at Priory Park West, on the outskirts of Hull, and
Sheila celebrates 30th anniversary with investment
employs a workforce of 22.
Managing director Sheila said: “We are not only celebrating our 30th anniversary but we are also looking to
invest at least another £500,000 in new equipment in the forthcoming months. We are immensely proud of our
Number One position and our plan now is to bring in more state-of-the-art equipment, increase our output by
25% and increase our workforce.”
She added: “It’s fair to say that most plastics manufacturing companies have been through the mill in recent
years, due to oil shortages, high polymer costs, the constant imbalance in currency exchange rates and of course
the recession, but these challenges often strengthen a company and by addressing bottom line costs, maintaining
greater efficiency and investing in the very best equipment, Synpac is in a strong position for continued growth.”
www.synpac.co.uk

Rieke Dispensing has further expanded its
manufacturing capabilities in Asia following the
announcement by its parent company, TriMas
Corporation, of the acquisition of Lion Holdings
Pvt. Ltd.
Headquartered in Greater Noida, India, Lion
Holdings specialises in the manufacture of highly
engineered dispensing solutions. From its three
locations in India and Vietnam, Lion Holdings
generated approximately $10 million in revenue for
the 12 months ended June 30th, 2014.
Rieke is one of the world’s largest manufacturers
of foamers and airless dispensers and its extensive
product portfolio enables the company to offer its
customers a comprehensive single-source solution for
all their packaging requirements. The company says
the addition of the Lion Holdings’ product range and
facilities will further strengthen its ability to provide a
localised service combining enhanced design and
innovation capabilities with rapid speed to market and
global manufacturing flexibility.

W.H. Leary welcome Mark Wilson (Actual ‘welcome’ not pictured, obviously…)
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Nigel Pritchard, Petainer Groupp CEO,
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our ability to meet the needs of our
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mers
Herman Green’s comprehensive sales
les
understanding of the beverage industry
dustry and
excellent international commercial and strategic
skills will greatly benefit Petainer, our sales
network, and our customers.”
Herman Green joins Petainer from Libbey Inc.,
a leading producer of glass tableware
ware products,
where he served as Sales Manager,, Sales Director
and Commercial Director for Libbeyy Portugal
Portugal. Prior
to this he worked for Hunter Douglas, a
manufacturer of window coverings and
architectural products.
He brings with him extensive experience of
international sales, marketing and business
development and will be speaking on behalf of
Petainer at Canadean’s Beverage Packaging
Conference, taking place in Brussels from 28th 29th October 2014. The event will address the
challenges and opportunities in the beverage
packaging sector, with a focus on issues such as
design innovation, cost reduction and
sustainability.
www.petainer.com

Herman Green heads to Petainer
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The affluent experience
LOOKING TO MAKE A SPLASH IN THE ONCE-AGAIN
BOOMING LUXURY SECTOR? STEVE MCADAM, VICE
PRESIDENT OF CREATIVE SERVICES AT LEO LUXE,
EXPLAINS HOW TO APPLY PACKAGING TO PROSPERITY…

Luxury packaging: because people will
judge a ‘book’ by its cover

They are also being sold to distinct and different
generations – purchasing power is moving from the
baby-boomers, a phenomenal force in consumption
starting in the 1950s, to Generation X, who are new
consumers born between the 1960s and 1980s.
As baby-boomers age, their spending patterns
are changing and Gen Xers’ extremely powerful force
in luxury purchasing is increasing. The two groups do
not share the same aspirational and perception values,
as Gen Xers are more motivated to purchase in
response to messages and cues of authenticity,
trustworthiness and value. They have a highexpectation for quality and functionality and can be
influenced by design, marketing and advertising. The
challenge is to retain attracting both markets.

A BIT RICH
Brands are now adjusting the concept of luxury
so that it is not only the super-rich who can
experience luxury, but people at different levels of
affluence. While there are still products that very few
are able to afford, there are now versions of those
goods and new products that have been developed.
From a business standpoint, this bifurcation is a
shrewd move – it fosters brand affinity with a market
it hasn’t before reached, and grows the whole
market opportunity.
Premiumisation can be readily observed in FMCG
goods. This is the creation of luxury class goods –
goods with quality and specialness – in categories like
food, healthcare products, chocolate and spirits.
During the recession, economic uncertainty, or the
genuine lack of money, caused consumers to downtrade from their traditional brand levels to less
expensive ones. Now, consumers are resuming their
previous buying habits as well as being offered
products in a luxury, premium category. One might
be a familiar brand of chocolate, but now with a new
level of cocoa content and presented in packaging
featuring rich colours, embossed lettering and
gold foil.
14 www.retailpackagingmag.co.uk
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Rieke expands in India

“This acquisition clearly broadens our Asian
market coverage and extends our geographic reach,
while also providing significant customer and product
synergies,” said Lynn Brooks, president of TriMas’
Packaging segment. “Lion Holdings will also provide
us additional capacity to support our ongoing growth
initiatives in Asia, while continuing to create a
responsive, global supply chain.”
T: +44 (0)116 233 1100
E: sales@riekedispensing.co.uk

Where the most evident examples of
premiumisation can be found is in the alcoholic
beverages market. As consumers shift from
austerity thinking they often want to treat
themselves to something special and of greater
quality. So, rather than the bottle of spirits they
bought before the recession, they buy a new
one that offers a validation of their improved
spending power and attitude.

OPULENT APPEAL
So, how does premiumisation work in developing
markets? We can see it in regions where rising
middle-classes are seeking products that are
different to their familiar brands and embody
messages of success and affluence. New “foreign”
luxury products in the market are changing the
established hierarchies.
Closely linked to this is the necessity of luxury
brands to develop a real understanding of markets
before launching in a new region. Marketers and
packaging designers have to learn the imagery and
rhetoric of the regions and generations to, first,
attract consumers and, secondly, create the
experience of luxury.
At Leo Luxe, we visit markets around the world
to see what consumers expect from products, learn
about the cultural and social values and determine
how those factors impact their experience and
expectations of luxury goods. This is crucial to a
brand’s success. This knowledge informs what we
call the ‘Visioneering’ process where we work with
brands and designers to construct the brand’s
narrative in the visual and linguistic vernacular and
develop the look and feel of luxury packaging that
will elicit the desired responses in target regions.
It will take great thought and creativity to meet
these contrasting demands and major brands will
need to be able to react nimbly before new brands
recognise the opportunity.
www.leoluxepackaging.com
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ON A ROLL

Contract specialists get charitable

PEARL OF PLASTICS
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Even in tough economic times
when value may dictate
purchasing decisions, brands
continue to seek new ways for
consumers to experience luxury,
and brand strategies for luxury
product and package design
must continue to adapt to remain
competitive. However, luxury has
no standard meaning – it means
different things to ever-changing
consumer demographics. In
addition luxury products have
wide-spread appeal, whether
they are part of a weekly shop or
being bought as a one-off treat
or gift. Therefore brands need to
ensure the packaging for its products
appeal to a diverse audience.
So how are brands meeting these
challenges? Let’s discuss fragmentation of the luxury
market and the extension of “luxury goods” into
affordable product ranges in a process known as
premiumisation. For the most part, when we talk
about luxury brands, we are speaking of the
established brands from mature markets – Europe, the
United States and Japan. There are exceptions, but
luxury brands from other markets are yet to have the
impact on the traditional markets. The fragmentation
of the luxury goods market is happening on two
levels. It is happening by virtue of luxury goods now
being sold in areas of the world where they were not
previously available, for example in Africa and India.

Pledging support throughout the year,
Mailway Packaging hopes to help the Pink
Events team to arrange even more fundraising
activities, which will multiply donations and
raise awareness of the work they do.
Richard Bramma, Mailway’s Chief
Executive comments: “We heard all about
Pink Events from former employee Kimberley
O’Rourke who now helps to run the
organisation. After seeing how they work and
the passion they have for making a difference
we knew that we wanted to give them a
helping hand.”
Maureen Young, Treasurer and Secretary
of Pink Events comments: “We are thrilled
that Mailway have offered their help through
funds and mentoring. With their support,
time and effort we know that we can build
our brand and the work we do.”
www.mailway.co.uk
www.pinkevents.org.uk

BIG CAT CAPTURED

WILSON GETS STUCK IN
Expanding its army of experts, W. H. Leary Ltd. has announced the hiring of a
new Robatech Product Specialist, Mark Wilson.
Mark joins the company at an exciting time following the firm’s recent
signing of a worldwide strategic partnership with Robatech which now
makes the company the exclusive distributor of all Robatech products for the
UK and Ireland.
The UK Office’s General Manager Phillip Godden explains: “Mark joins us
with high-credentials and a proven, successful track-record. I’m very excited
for what the future brings and believe our new addition sees us well-placed
to now really catalyse and best serve the marketplace by extending the reach
of our Robatech product offerings and service support in the UK and Ireland.”
W. H. Leary LTD is the supplier of choice for Adhesive Application,
Quality Assurance and Data Collection solutions for the UK market. Their
proprietary technology, along with more than 80 years’ worth of experience,
allows them to design, manufacture and deliver high-quality systems
that increase production, decrease waste, and improve the overall efficiency
of the process.
T: +44 (0)1268 490 035
E: sales@whleary.co.uk
www.whleary.co.uk

Get the look of luxury
with Leo Luxe
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i
within the industry that is targeted
specifically at the retail packaging market.
Benefitting from an impressive 17 years
of publication, Retail Packaging is essential
reading for manufacturers and end-users
alike.

“Retail Packaging
is always a good
read. I like the ‘Industry
News’, enabling me to
keep up-to-date with
companies and people.
The viewpoint and
comments sections
are always interesting.
If I’m planning to visit
a trade show, there is
usually good and helpful background on the
exhibition.”
Neil Farmer
Managing Director
Neil Farmer Associates

RETAIL PACKAGING CONFECTIONERY & SNACKS
MIXING IT UP

Sweet solutions from Ishida

clever confectionery
MANUFACTURERS AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS SHOULD
WORK CLOSELY TOGETHER TO OPTIMISE SUCCESS IN THE
CONFECTIONERY SECTOR. SO SAYS TORSTEN GIESE,
MARKETING MANAGER, PR AND EXHIBITIONS,
AT ISHIDA EUROPE…
We are a nation of sweet-tooths. According to
Research and Markets, the UK confectionery industry
continued its pattern of year-on-year growth in 2013,
rising in value by 4.1% from the previous year.
Although higher prices, particularly in relation to
chocolate, continue to be a concern, the sector has
remained remarkably resilient, with a huge number of
new product developments entering the market,
despite a high level of market saturation. Increasingly
adventurous consumers are demanding more from
their confectionery with unusual, sour, fun, theme and
retro products being particularly popular in 2013.
Yet this buoyancy brings its own challenges. NPD
is expensive and while many popular chocolate bars
date back to the early part of the last century more
recent introductions generally have a much shorter life
Pick ’n’ pack pick ’n’ mix
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as consumer tastes and preferences can change
extremely quickly. And the market itself remains fiercely
competitive with brands fighting for available shelf
space and pressure from retailers for lower prices and
special offers.
All of this underlines the important role that
packaging equipment can play in achieving success in
this market. Of course, individual machines have been
having a significant impact for a great many years. The
multihead weigher, for example, offered a revolution in
accurate pack sizes and minimising giveaway when it
was first introduced in the 1980s. And its influence has
continued to grow since then, with the development of
special features and application-specific multihead
weighers that can deal with more difficult items such as
sticky or fragile products

One product sector that has flourished thanks to
multihead technology is mixed or variety packs, in
particular the many mini-versions of famous brands,
now available in convenient doypacks for sharing
and ‘snacking’. For these applications, special
weighers are able to weigh a number of different
products simultaneously for discharge into the same
pack or handle single products at well above 100
packs per minute. And new advances continue to
be made – the latest 32 head weigher from our
own RV range can handle up to eight products.
Multihead weighing has made a major
contribution to increased speed and efficiencies.
Accurate filling has enabled packs to be designed
smaller, reducing the cost of packaging, storage and
transport. And from 55 packs per minute for the
earliest weighers, today’s models are capable of
weighing at up to 400ppm for single products and
typically 65ppm for 6-mix applications.
At the same time, manufacturers today are also
focusing on maintaining the highest standards of
product quality in order to preserve brand image
and loyalty, not to mention, avoid the cost
implications and reputation damage of a product
recall due to a quality or contamination problem.
In these circumstances, X-ray technology is
becoming particularly popular not only thanks to its
versatility in identifying food contaminants but also
for its ability to carry out an extensive series of
quality control inspections.

X MARKS THE SPOT
In terms of contaminants, X-ray can spot across a
wide range, including aluminium, tin, glass, stones,
hard rubber, plastic, bones and shells, which makes
the technology more versatile than metal detectors.
Ishida X-ray machines, for example, can detect
impurities down to 0.3mm in size.
X-ray can also carry out effective weightestimates and checks; and one of its advantages in
this area against a more traditional weight check
using a checkweigher is its ability to spot a problem
which weighing alone could not detect. For
example, if a pack is supposed to contain a set
number of items of approximately the same size
and weight but one piece is considerably overweight and one considerably under, then the total
weight of the pack may still be correct but the endconsumer will not be satisfied with the overall
pack contents.
This underlines the importance of
manufacturers and their suppliers establishing
effective long-term working partnerships. In this
way, the machinery supplier can be involved in the
early stages, developing a complete solution that
minimises costs (in terms of reduced manpower and
energy requirements, and minimal downtime) while
delivering high throughput. Just as important,
including consideration of the packing operation in
the early stages of a launch plan will ensure that the
line is fully fit for purpose rather than finding out at
the last moment that a new pack design cannot be
packed efficiently at high speed.

STICK TOGETHER WITH SWEETS
Such close co-operation can also help machinery
manufacturers to design equipment that is future
proof and able to be adapted quickly to handle
different products or pack types, or be combined
effectively with many other packaging machines.
And in this way, confectionery manufacturers
are best placed to make the most of the
opportunities in this fast-changing market.
www.ishidaeurope.com
18 www.retailpackagingmag.co.uk
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Readership
Retail Packaging targets the core decision6,329 for
makers of this increasingly influential
period 1st Jan to
market sector. Our ABC-certified
31st Dec 2014.
readership of 6329 is composed of
company directors, senior marketing,
brand and sales management professionals,
designers, buyers and individuals within the
converting and packaging equipment arenas.

Job Function Examples
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Brand, marketing and product managers
Product development and R&D managers
Design Agencies and Designers
Packaging & Machinery Buyers and Specifiers
Packaging Technologists
Contract Packers and Fillers
Packaging Manufacturers and Converters
Suppliers of packaging materials
Production, Project and Operations Engineers
Outsourcing managers

Features

“In a world when most trade magazines stay in
plastic covers all the way to the landﬁll, Retail
Packaging is diﬀerent, informative and interesting
so it gets opened and read. This means that adverts have
a chance of being seen and responded to and this is why
Jenton advertises in it. The big retailers control just about all
aspects of packaging and so targeting a magazine
to issues that interest them is logical and pays
What
oﬀ with advertising response.”
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Richard Little
Managing Director
Jenton International
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IN THE BAG

Effervescent idea
from Sanner

Scenting the sweet
smell of success,
advanced decoration
techniques
from RPC beauté
are helping to
create a high-class
and distinctive
on-shelf presence
for the
Korloff In Love fragrance. new
Famous for its luxury
jewellery
ranges, the pack
design for Korloff
In Love reflects this,
with the glass
bottle incorporat
ing a gold lining
and the stopper
resembling a
precious stone,
creating the
impression of a
luxurious and stylish
ring.
To achieve the gold
RPC beauté electroplat lining effect,
es ABS plates
in a light gold finish,
and the
company worked
closely with the
glass manufactu
rer in the
development of
the plates to ensure
that they allowed
for any variations
during the production
of the bottle
in order for them
to fit smoothly and
tightly around the
edge.
The finished bottle
the luxury and heritage emphasises
of the
Korloff name to
convey a premium
image and generate
a feeling of
admiration and
desire among
consumers.
Two bottles are
being produced
in 50ml and 100ml
sizes.
T: +33 (0)243 31
56 10
E: sales@rpc-beaute.co
www.rpc-beaute.co m
m
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Retail Packaging is devoted to presenting its readers
with in-depth articles on up-to-date industry news,
product news, interviews and trade body comment.
All aspects of packaging are frequently highlighted
with specific case studies and include:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Plastic and Glass containers
Contract Packing
Toiletries and Cosmetics
Cartons and Boxes
Films, Laminates and Flexibles
Food, Drink andConfectionery
Corrugated, Paper and Board
Machinery
Labels and Labelling
Print
Brand & Packaging Design
Toys and Gifts
Pharmaceuticals

Advertising and
Editorial Opportunities
Increase your company’s exposure within our pages
and build better business by getting your sales
message directly to a highly targeted audience of
packaging industry decision-makers and those
actively involved in the purchasing process.
To discuss what Retail Packaging’s advertising
opportunities can do to assist you, please contact
either:
Bonnie: +44 (0)1206 506 249
Chantell: +44 (0)1206 506 254

“ t il Packaging
“Retail
“R
P k i iis a very
ry focused
f
publication a
and
nd
d
is easy to read. The magazine has proved to be a highly
successful vehicle for promoting clients products through
both advertising and editorial led features. the media pack
is clear and concise and provides all the basic
information necessary to make an informed
What
advertising decision.”
Philip Allott
Managing Director
Allott & Associates

ou
clienrt
thinks

Editorial Options
Profile
Approximately 100 word editorial plus colour photo £105
Approximately 200 word editorial plus colour photo £200
Premium Sales Positions
Appears either in the front news section of the magazine or
on a relevant feature article page.
This includes approximately 250 words plus a picture and a
header £350
Front Cover Position
Additional to editorial, your photo also appears on a
front cover slot (next to the main cover image) with a
strapline.
This costs £200 extra.
For an opportunity to book our main front cover image,
call: +44 (0)1206 506249

“Retail Packaging is an excellent publication for
our clients in the packaging sector. It provides a good
combination of news stories with more in-depth
What
articles on current trends and issues in the
our
industry.”
Lesley Crosland
Crosland Communications Ltd

client
say s

www.retailpackagingmag.co.uk

Advertisement Rates

Media Specifications

Insertions

1

3

6

Full Colour
Double Page Spread
Full page
Half page
Quarter Page
Eighth page

1720
925
535
320
195

1665
910
525
305
185

1610
895
515
300
180

Cover Positions
Inside front cover
Inside back cover
Outside back cover

1150
1050
1495

Preferred format
High resolution PDFs – fonts embedded/pics CMYK
Can also accept Quark Xpress v6.5 documents
Indesign v5.04 documents
Image files

Main Front Cover Image Call For Details
Classifieds
Please call Chantell on +44 (0)1206 506254
Per SCC
£9
£8
£7
Inserts - Accepted - rates on application
Agency Discount Recognised Advertising
Agencies - 10% discount
All advertisement rates are subject to VAT at
the current rate.

Contact Information
Editor
Stuart Pritchard
tel +44 (0)1206 866 788
tel +44 (0)771 258 9420
stuart@retailpackagingmag.co.uk
Advertisement manager
Bonnie Howard
tel +44 (0)1206 506 249
bonnie@retailpackagingmag.co.uk
Advertising executive
Chantell Keston
tel +44 (0)1206 506 254
chantell@retailpackagingmag.co.uk
Twitter: @packaging_mag
Address:
21/23 Phoenix Court, Hawkins Road
Colchester, Essex, CO2 8JY
Publisher
Tony Phelps

Subscription Rates
■
■
■
■

£4 per single copy
1 year’s subscription £20 UK
£45 Overseas (all rates UK sterling)
Company discounts 2nd sub 15% discount,
3rd & over 20% discount

EPS – min 266dpi at actual size
used, Mac 8 bit/binary
CMYK
Jpeg – min 266dpi at actual size
used, save at maximum quality
TIFF – min 266dpi at actual size
used, Mac format, do not
compress
CMYK Illustrator EPS –
please outline all fonts
Microsoft Word – We can
accept this type of file for TEXT
ONLY

Accepted media email – We have a limited
capacity for emails. Please only
send files that are 4MB or less
CD/DVD – Mac format of Mac/PC
hybrid. If sending a Quark file,
please ensure all fonts and
pictures are included on the disk.
Fonts must be Mac format
Contact details MS Typsetting and Design
21-23 Phoenix Court
Hawkins Road
Colchester, Essex CO2 8JY
tel +44 (0)1206 505 470
fax +44 (0)1206 505 478
Advertisement sizes
Height (mm) x width (mm)
Type area Trim
Bleed
DPS
270 x 390 297 x 420 307 x 430
Page
270 x 183 297 x 210 307 x 220
Half
Landscape
Portrait
Quarter
Landscape
Portrait
Eighth

133 x 190
270 x 93
65 x 190
133 x 93
65 x 190
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